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INTRODUCTION

Work programmes were undertaken in the period 20th July - 

31st Aug. '96 to continue the search for the Kamiskotia mineral 

horizon as it may enter the property from the southeast. Such work 

was primarily geophysical in nature backed up by discretionary 

diamond drilling.
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THE EXPLORATION PROBLEM

The property area for the most part, and all through the 

crucial sections, is overburden covered. This mantle notably 

includes a lacustrine clay which when wet forms highly conducting 

horizontal sheets inimical to all electrical geophysical methods. 

These clay strata can individually be up to 40 m thick, and are 

widespread. To penetrate this shield to bedrock is a major problem 

and one that has not at all times been adequately recognized, let 

alone dealt with in the past. There is for instance today no 

established geophysical methodology that routinely and effectively 

copes with this condition on a production basis.

In the present instance, an IP/resistivity survey carried 

out by Placer Dome in 1992 only serves to confirm the extent of the 

problem. Undertaken under contract with a conventional double- 

dipole electrode configuration, 3=50 m, n^ to 6, it utterly failed 

to reach bedrock for the greater part of its coverage. This has 

been re-affirmed by some recent and similar surveying on 

immediately adjoining ground to the southeast (Dwg. Nos EIC- 

2621A,B,C). Again penetration to all intents and purposes has not 

been achieved, except to the south where a rising bedrock under a 

thinning overburden permits a measured glimpse of the underlying
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lithologies, albeit in geophysical terms.

While magnetic surveying is not basically affected by 

this overburden condition, it here suffers from a general lack of 

contrast between the several formational units which character 

istically make up the volcanic succession of the sub-region. This 

has been demonstrated by the aeromagnetics acquired under 

government auspices for the township: there is little or no 

evidence of a country trend among the bedded rocks; instead results 

are dominated by mafic intrusion, late-stage dykes mostly, but 

including some earlier gabbroic plugs. Gravity surveying, it 

should be noted in passing here would fare even more poorly in this 

environment as it would be totally prey to changing overburden 

thickness in the relative near-surface. It therefore becomes of 

paramount importance to address and solve the electrical problem, 

that is if exploration is ever to proceed beyond what would in 

effect be prospecting by the drill, a prohibitively expensive 

exercise.

A. Potential Solution

It has been proposed before, even tried out (Boniwell, 

J.B., 1986), that what might work is an IP survey employing a
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gradient array with the key current electrodes placed at, or very 

near, the bedrock surface by dint of an overburden drill of some 

kind putting them there. The electrodes would be suitably wired 

so that a lead from them would be available at surface for 

connection to the survey operating system as required. This 

approach is considered superior to any em alternative. The reasons 

are several:

i) it avoids coupling with flat lying clay sheets which al] 

large loop em lay-outs have to contend with, and places 

current directly where it is wanted, viz. in bedrock;

ii) it is sensitive to the disseminated mineralization

surrounding a massive sulphide deposit, especially the 

plume of minor sulphides which could be expected, in a 

steeply dipping geology, to reach near-surface along the 

host stratigraphic horizon. This is a sensitivity which 

enlarges the target size substantially, but it is not one 

which em, for all practical purposes, possesses;

iii) it is not overly prey to target geometry.

However there are drawbacks. First, the electrodes have
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to be designed to be disposable. Once in place, and the connection 

remains sound, they can of course be used repeatedly, but however 

they can not ever be withdrawn, except in highly unusual circum 

stances or at disproportionate cost. Second, some of the clay is 

so wet, it flows. Any hole made to put down the electrode starts 

to collapse almost immediately. The pressures on the insulation 

or on any plastic tubing inserted to protect the wire have to be 

contended with. The IP system operates at a high voltage and any 

leakage of current into the clay at either electrode position 

results in so diminished a per f or amnce of the system that the 

collected data are unreliable and/or meaningless. At worst, a dead 

short will take place across the two current electrodes to the 

detriment of the transmitter equipment. All these things have been 

learned the hard way on the Loveland grid.

In the event, no data from bedrock was satisfactorily 

obtained. Further in-field experimentation obviously is required, 

and such clearly will take both time and money. Nevertheless, the 

present approach is considered worth perservering with, since other 

options are few, and anything else that worked would likely be a 

great deal more expensive.
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DATA BASE

A metric grid oriented virtually E-W (86 az) was put in 

to encompass a rectangular block of ground (1.2 kms x 2 kms) near 

the property south boundary. It was planned that most of it would 

be surveyed by the above gradient array approach in IP. As part 

of the preparations, a set of base data, -- magnetics and VLF -- 

was collected to provide a useful backdrop to the work. It would 

help also to substantiate and elaborate upon what could be had from 

prior surveys (Gulf Minerals 1980-81).

a) Magnetics

Two Gem Systems GSM-19 Overhauser magnetometers were 

employed to furnish the required coverage to the requisite 

sensitivity and accuracy, one deployed as a base station monitor 

of the terrestrial field synchronized in output to the other which 

yielded the on-line data. Diurnal corrections were automatic and 

exact.

The posted values for the grid are as shown (Dwg. No. 

EIC-2618), contoured at a fundamental contour interval of 50 nT. 

There is enough variance in background, -- presumably due to
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heterogeneities in the constitution of the overburden --, to render 

any finer contouring a distraction from bedrock significance.

As it is, some important new evidence emerges. The "run 

of the country" grain appears at 20 0 west of north. It is defined 

best by a 900 nT contour in background marking ostensibly an 

interface between lower and higher magnetic domains in the eastern 

half of the area. The change across it is no more than 50 nT on 

average. Yet it is persistent and accordingly is considered 

lithologic in cause, that is, a formational interface of some sort 

within the volcanic pile. Notably what may well be a marker 

horizon takes on this same bearing in the grid northwest quadrant, 

this feature peaking to 450 nT above background and tailing off to 

the SSE over about l km of strike; it remains open to the NW. Its 

strike behaviour is empathetic with the formational interface 

described above and thereby brings a certain credibility to both, 

and to their representing overall bedrock trends.

With the formational orientation thus established, the 

intrusions stand out, at least the mafic ones do. N-S Matachewan 

dykes bracket the area. Where fully defined, they dip east at a 

steep angle (ea 75 0 ). A single dyke cuts across the area bearing 

NW-SE. Locally it appears older than the N-S set, but for all
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intents and purposes is regarded a contemporary of the same 

tectonic episode. An intrusive system which manifestly is older 

than the dyking is a succession of gabbro plugs which enter the 

area close to the BL on a NNE heading.

b) VLF

Undertaking a VLF survey in the circumstances of a 

widespread conducting near-surface clay faces imponderables, but 

as always something useful is likely to come out of it. However 

to make matters worse in this case is the fact the NAA field is 

poorly oriented with respect to the grid. (NSS which would have 

been preferable and more appropriate has gone off the air 

completely).

Notwithstanding these handicaps, obtained results for the 

grid are intriguing and far from vacuous. Genuine response from 

bedrock has been registered in the diametrically opposite SE and 

NW corners of the grid (Dwg. No. EIC-2620). In both places, axial 

trends hew either to the NNW-SSE grain established by the magnetics 

or to the NW-SE alignment of the connecting dyke -- an interesting 

hook-up in itself. In the former group, the most fascinating is 

a close association of positive anomaly with the embryonic marker
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horizon in the northwest quarter. What this relationship means is 

not clear exactly, but it does allow the possibility of sulphides 

occurring within the context of an iron enriched unit, albeit such 

sulphides likely to be minor and pyritic mostly.

The central cross-dyke occurring as it does denotes a 

structural link between the two corners of the grid and those VLF 

anomalies which reside there. It is not difficult in fact to 

project a NW-SE fault extending beyond the dyke to connect with the 

on-strike VLF anomaly with similar bearing off each end. Even 

though the dyke is broken in places and is not as evidently 

continuous as the N-S variety, it does intimate that faults with 

this disposition do exist in the area, also incidentally, that such 

faults are relatively older than their N-S counterparts. One other 

such fault has in fact been projected from the VLF evidence.

Two other aspects pertain to the data. In the low 

response regime occupying grid centre, a thick clay cover can be 

safely presumed. Yet within it are faint anomaly axes which 

conform to the perceived country grain of bedrock, yet are not 

likely themselves to be directly rooted in bedrock. Instead they 

are considered to be derived from compacted clay ridges immediately 

overlying and reflecting the irregularities of the bedrock surface.
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A comparison with the overburden effects resident in the Gulf 

horizontal loop em (HLEM) data shows that there indeed does exist 

a general correlation between the two, where a thinned (clay) 

overburden is prescribed by the HLEM, there too, by these tokens, 

is a VLF feature intimating the same thing.

The final facet of the VLF outcome worth noting is the 

reversed sign anomaly system which follows the creek flowing north 

to south in grid centre (Dwg. No. EIC-2619) . This is a not 

uncommon phenomenon in the Abitibi clay belt, and it occurs 

wherever drainages have cut rather deeply into the clay unit at 

surface. What in effect is created thereby is a resistive barrier 

to VLF current flow which normally passes through the very near- 

surface layer of any conducting medium. Anomalies of this type 

have no geologic significance unless perchance the course of the 

creek is part-governed by a hidden structure in depth.
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DIAMOND DRILLING

The southern segment of the property has been favoured 

with some statigraphic drilling. Several drill holes have been put 

down over time, mainly on geophysical targets. They are mostly 

peripheral to the present grid area but are important in what they 

reveal.

A cross-section of holes south of the grid actually is 

very close to Line 00 east of the BL (Dwg. No. EIC-2622). It is 

pertinent therefore to note that the interformational axis 

postulated on the basis of the magnetics roughly correlates with 

a perceptible divide in logging between a volcanic regime 

containing more interflow sediments to the south of it than to the 

north and coincidentally, less mafic interbeds. The typifying 

country rock throughout is felsic volcanics, rhyolite flows and 

tuffs largely. Faulting encountered in the section also finds some 

degree of corroboration in the VLF data but not too surprisingly 

this tends to be a more tenuous relationship going west into the 

thicker clay.

The most recent drill hole, viz. DDK #LDM96-1, locates 

some 250 m south from the grid south edge. Its result is a
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fascinating one, highly encouraging in fact, since it intersected 

a 60 m width of strong alteration with a zone 20 m wide of 

disseminated mineralization at its top. Average amounts of 

sulphides involved were 21 chalcopyrite, 3 * pyrite (G.A. Barron). 

The overburden at the collar was typically deep (30 m). Thus any 

correlation with surface geophysics is loose, to say the least. 

In this locale, the only geophysics available is that of Gulf 

Minerals. However in the hole a gabbro was encountered towards the 

bottom, and the appearance of this rock type at this point 

furnishes a probable identity to the magnetic ridge running north 

from here into the grid area. If this same intrusion is in-filling 

an old volcanic fissure, as well it might, then the sulphide 

association implies that it represents a prospective environment 

which ought to be thoroughly investigated as it strikes northwards.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Although the geophysics applied to that part of the 

property area selected for surveying failed to penetrate the heavy 

clay cover to the degree sought, it did provide glimpses of a 

bedrock geology which beckoned with its innate potential to host 

significant base metal mineralization.

In brief, the best indication of mineral promise came 

from a drill hole located 250 m south of the gridded search area. 

Herein a major alteration system associated with cupriferous 

sulphides was encountered; furthermore a gabbro in the setting 

could be held to be related per the magnetics to the present grid 

lithologies.

It is concluded as a result that much more work deserves 

to be directed to this sub-region. Most particularly, it is 

recommended that a methodology be attained through continued 

experimentation which will adequately screen bedrock via surface 

measurements for its contained metallics, no matter how broken up 

and disseminated such mineralization might be. This requirement 

clearly fingers induced polarization as the survey parameter of 

choice. Conceptually there is no problem with it and its approach,
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but in the practicalities of the application, there is much to be 

worked through to reach an effective modus operandi. However once 

a successful system has been established, then the entire property, 

indeed the whole region opens up to its capacity to discriminate 

what has remained hidden under an inhibiting clay cover all this 

time. Such a capability surely is worth achieving.

In the meantime, one further specific step can be 

recommended, and that is a down-hole em logging of DDH #LDM 96-1. 

Should this exercise be rewarded with an off-hole anomaly 

indicative of more massive sulphides occurring in the vicinity, 

then plainly it would command and excite its own follow-up. There 

is much at stake here, and the geologic potential is large and 

still seems to be barely scratched./^

JBBtsb

October 8, 1996

J. B. Boniwell

Exploration Geophysical Consultant
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CERTIFICATE

I, JOHN B. BONIWELL, of 1522 Clearwater Dr., in the City of 
Mississauga, County of Peel, in the Province of Ontario, do hereby 
certify:

1. -

2.

3.

That I am an exploration geophysical consultant holding 
office at 10 Hurontario St., Mississauga, Ontario.

That I am a graduate of the University o f Tasmania in 
physics, maths and geology, and that I have been 
practising my profession of exploration geophysics for 
the past 40 years.

That I am a Fellow of the Geologic Association of Canada 
and a member of good standing of the Society of 
Exploration. Geophys icists, KEGS, and the Prospector's St 
Developer's Association,

4.

5.

That I have a small direct 
discussed herein.

( 5 %) interest in the p roperty

That this report is based on data supplied under contract 
by Claridge La Rose Geophysics Ltd., Bracebridge, by 
Courte Drilling, Timmins, by G. A. Barron Associates 
Inc., Toronto, by research into Gulf Minerals 1982 
Surveys and appropriate government files, and from 
personal visits to the property.

October 8, 1996 
MISSISSAUGA, Ontario

J. B. Boniwell
Exploration Geophysical Consultant
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ASSESSMENT INFORMATION

The following additional information is tabulated for the 

purposes of filing for assessment credit:

D

2)

Lincutting, chaining, picketing carried out under contract: 

contractor, Pye Explorations, Timmins, Ont. , rate 5325 per 

km, total line cut 27.1 kms, date of operations June-July 

1996.

Claims above grid covers wholly or in part: 

1113129, 1113133 Total 9 units; registered, 

1171162,63,64,65,66,67,68 owner: David J. Meunier,

403 Dome St. , 

SOUTH PORCUPINE, Ont. 

PON 1HO.

1189411 (2 units)

1189412 (l unit of 3)

1189413 (4 units)

1189415 (l unit of 2)

1189405 (4 of 16 units)

Total 12 units; registered, 

owner: Placer Dome Inc. 

823 Birch St. Sth., 

TIMMINS, Ont. 

P4N 7H1.
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3) Geophysical surveys

a) Equipment deployed

IP: transmitter, 2.5 kw Phoenix I PT-1

receiver, Huntec Mk IV, 240 msecs ramp time,

100 msecs integration time. 

Magnetics: Gem Systems GSM-19 Overhauser 

VLF: Geonics Em-16, tuned to NAA, (24,0 kHz) Cutler,

Ma ine.

b) Field operations, 20th July - 31st Aug. '96; 

Contactor: Claridge La Rose Geophysics Ltd., 

R.R, #2, Springdale Park, Bracebridge, Ont., PlL 1W9.

c) Overburden drilling: contractor: R. Cormier S Assoc., 

2050 Thibault, Becancour, Quebec, COX 1BO.

d) Planning, supervision, interpretation, reporting,

20th July - 8th Oct. '96; J. B. Boniwell, Excalibur 

International Consultants Ltd., 10 Hurontario St., 

Mississauga, Ont., L5G 3G7.

4) Costs

a) grid preparation

(27.1 kms @ $325.00 + 7?; GST)

$9,458.80
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b) geophysical surveys, incl. mob., demob.

i) mag, VLF 

ii) IP, 1st instalment of

experimentation 

iii) GST 

iv) IP, 2nd instalment of

exper imentat ion 

v) ATV rental (All Terrin 

Track Sales S Services) 

vi) Field/travel expenses 

(JBB visits (3) to 

property ex Toronto)

c) overburden drilling

d) administration, compilation, interpretation, 

reporting

4,744.10

5,981.30

667.74

4,795.00

950.76

2,342.23

4,918.36

13,009.06

$46,867.35
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APPENDIX II

DESCRIPTION OF GRID
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DESCRIPTION OF GRID

The prepared grid of lines is oriented 86 az , or that 

is nearly E-W. Lines are spaced 100 m apart, each chained and 

picketed every 25 m to its full cut extent, nominally 2 kms. A 1.2 

km long, controlling base-line (BL) has been put in orthogonal to 

the planned traverses, it placed 175 m off-centre south to avoid 

running along an adjacent creek drainage as much as possible.

In all, the grid has encompassed a rectangular block of 

ground (1.2 kms x 2 kms) located towards the property south 

boundary (see Locality Plan).

Access to it was had by gravel road leading north from 

the Kamiscotia mine road to a point roughly 80 m beyond the 

Kamiscotia River bridge. Here one of the 1979 Gulf Minerals 

overburden drill trails heads due west into the bush and is to be 

followed for approximately 1.2 kms. Therefrom old drill roads 

bearing generally northwards provide access to the grid proper at 

several locations. All these trails can be, and were, successfully 

traversed by ATV. The grid origin is actually located on one of 

these trails as shown (Dwg. No. EIC-2622).
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CLARiDGE LAROSE GEOPHYSICS LTD.

R.R. 2, Springdale Park, Bracebridge, Ontario P1L1W9 

Telephone (705) 645-9197

August 23, 1996

INVOICE #96010

EXCALIBUR INTER
NATIONAL CONSUL

TANTS LTD.

Induced Polariz
ation Survey Fo

r Dave Mernier

Kamiskotia, Ontario 

July 22 - 28, 1996

S Demob. :

(ages: 
Meals: 
transportation: 

300 km @

l Day @ S40QXday
3 400.00

85.00
105.00

S 590.00

due e d Polarizati
on Survey:

I.P. Operating: 5 Days @ $l,OaO
/Day

Sub-Total 

77. GST

35,000.00

35,590.00

391.30

Total This Invoi
ce 35,981.30

:LARIDGE LA ROSE GEOPH
YSICS GST #ioo9S9S2i



,__CLARIDGE LA ROSE GEOPHYSICS LTD.
R.R. 2, Springdale Park, Bracebridge, Ontario PIL 1W9 

Telephone (705)645-9197

Sept. A , 1 996.

INVOICE #96001

EXCALIBUR INTERNATIONAL LTD.

Geophysical Surveys S Induced Polarization Testing 
For Dave Mernier, Loveland Twp., Kamiskotia, Dnt. 

August 15 - September 3, 1996

Mob. S Demob:

Wages: 
Meals: 
Transportation:

2 days @ SSOD/day 

1,226 km @ 35(tXkrn

Induced Polarization Testing :

7 days @ 
l day off

Proton Magnetometer Survey:

26.2 km @ 375/km 

VLF Electromagnetic Survey:

25 km @ $75/km

Sub-Total 
77, G ST

TOTAL THIS INVOICE

400.00
75.00

429. 10

904.10

4 .795.00 
N/C

S 1,965.00

S 1,875.00

S 9,533.10 
667.74

S10,206-84

CLARIDGE LA ROSE GEOPHYSICS LTD. GST #100989821



ALL-TERRAIN TRACK 
SALES S SERVICE LIMITED

GST ((R100155621
R.R. #2, Airport Road 

TIMMINS, ONTARIO P4N 7C3 0856

(705) 268-3888 Fax 268-4831

TQ Excalibur International Consultants Ltd. 
1 0 Hurontario Street 
MISSISSAUGA, ON L5G 3G7

YOUR ORDER NO. DATE SHIPPED

l QUANTITY

~.-... -~~ -- - .......— -

--- — - .-.......-— -—

—— .— .-..—.-.—-......-.......

...... ... .. ... .... ....... ..... .

.... ......... ..,............ .......

SHIPPED VIA

DESCRIPTION

^ INVOICE DATE
19% August 24

SALESPERSON ^

SHIP TO

"v J

FOB POINT

UNIT PRICE j TOTAL

4 day rental of 1995 8 Wheel ARGO CONQUEST equipped with
Electric winch and Super Track

4 day Insurance Coverage 

1 hr. Service and Cleaning of ARGO 

Fill up - Gas Tank - ARGOand Pick-up 3 1 .50 litres

Rental of Pick-up with trailer to transport ARGO from shop to Lovela
Township, Kamiskotia area 138 Kilometers @ 1 Scents per kilometer

Driver - 3 hours

/7 l i ) W 
f ' \ Mri -'IIP" fi 
|L i^t

j, \\
\ \y K? H

TERMS: , U/ V \
(U\ .MJ

^
0t4/K
W

V

'
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1

^
C*/

K5/

t~\;

^

......113.5,

......1.13,. 

530.

so.

"d...—
— —

....S30.J

**~~~~~

— ——

W. ,.

XL::
)0

^2.................

*0

SUBTOTAL
GST

PST

S540.i)0

552.00 

S30.00 

S 19.: 53

595.22

590.00

5826.75
557.97

566.U
KSBH 5950.76

ORIGINAL



R f f^ f m i /"k r S Associes Ltee 2050 Thibault, Becancour, Que., Canada COX l BO 
. OOrmier (St Associates Ltd. T6I.-Phone (819) 294-9939

1/9/96

To: EXCALIBUR INTERNATIONAL 
10 Hurontario St. 
Mississauga, Ont. 
L5G 3G7 
attn: M. John Bonneywell

Net 30 days

INVOICE N 2 , 1030

Re: Overburden drilling, Timmins area.

7 days drilling at S500.00 each ... . .. . . .. ...................... $ 3,500.00

2 days mob-demob at 3250.00 each ... .... ............... ... ...... | 500.00

D. Morissette expenses . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. ......................... 3 596.60

Sub-total . ... . ...................... S 4,596.60
G.S.T. ... ........................... S 321.76

TOTAL ............................... $ 4,918.36

MAKE CHEQUE PAYABLE TO: R. CORMIER 8. ASS. LTEE



EXGAMBUR 
INTERNATIONAL* 
CONSULTANTS LTD.
10 Hurontario Street, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L5G 3G7 - Bus: 905-271-1043 - Fax:905-271-7259

October 22, 1996.

David J. Meunier,
403 Dome St.,
P.O. Box 1624,
SOUTH PORCUPINE, Ontario.
PON 1HO.

TO: Geophysical consulting, J. B. Boniwell 

RE: Loveland Twp. property, Timmins, Ont.

1996
July-Sept, i) technical planning, field supervision,

including three (3) separate visits to 
Timmins and property, one excluisvely 
to select and lay-out a hole for 
diamond drilling; on site co-ordination 

with drillers; 
total, incl. travel time: 135.5 hrs. 58,807.50

ii) summary reporting of geophysical
findings, including reconciliation with 
drill results, recommendations and maps; 
total: 42.5 hrs 2,762.50

GST l i 8 09.90

12,379.90 

Expenses

a) Drafting, R. T. Marcroft;
as per attached 629.16

$13,009.06

Invoice No.: 6816

EXCALIBUR'S GST #R101708626



CLARIDGE LAROSE GEOPHYSICS LTD.

R.R. 2, Springdale Park, Bracebridge, Ontario PI L 1W9 
Telephone (705)645-9197

August 23, 1996

INVOICE #96010

EXCALIBUR INTERNATIONAL 
CONSULTANTS LTD.

Induced Polarization Sur
vey For Dave Mernier

Kamiskotia, Ontario 

July 22 - 28, 1996

Demob . :

Day

 oortation: 300 km @ SSlf/km

400.00
85.00
105.OO

590.00

Polarization Survey:

Operating: 5 Days @ Sl,Q007Day

Sub-Total 

77o GST

S5,OOO .00

S5,590.00 
391.30

Total This Invoice S5,981.3D

LA ROSE GEOPHYSICS GST #
100989821



Ministry of
Northern Development

Personal information collects 
Mining Act, the information is 
Questions about this collec 
933 Ramsey Lake Road, Sue

Declaration of Assessment Work 
Performed on Mining Land
Mining Act, Subsection 65(2) and 66(3), R.S.O. 1990

Transaction Number (office use)

Assessment Files Research Imaging

)f the Mining Act. Under section 8 of the 
d correspond with the mining land holder, 
rn Development and Mines, 6th Floor,

42A12NE0071 2.17172 LOVELAND 900

Instructions: - For work performed on Crown Lands before recording a claim, use form 0240. 
- Please type or print in ink.

1 . Recorded holder(s) (Attach a list if necessary)
Name Client Number

Telephone Numtfer

Fax Number

hJame Client Number

Address •MWWW

RE
Fax Number 

ipp j H 1QQ7

2. Type of work performed: Check ( s ) and report on only ON this declaration.

n^Geotechnical: prospecting, surveys,
L l assays and work under section 18 (regs) D Physical: drilling, stripping, 

trenching and associated assays | | Rehabilitation

Work Type

' '//*s*sf4Z^rT?*sG
'*S - sr?*90is-fya*9eFttr *52"'**
3 j t/J -/^ ̂ •~v**f '
Dates Work 
Performed From /^f~ {7Z#4T\ ?6

Day j Month | Year
Global Positioning System Data (if available)

 ^ \

" V

,". , . .., ,*

r

To 3 &W ?g
Day j Month Year

Township/Area

LjZ/jf/sVAWTSij'A/rA/jS
M or G-Plan Number \ 

M-Z.e?3

Office Use

Commodity

Total S Value of 
Work Claimed y 3ti^, ^

NTS Reference

/n
Mining Division /I/. ,.

^frlfjjLfjLMJU

Resident Geolo^ist^- f 
District 7zn:Jr*y,^

Please remember to: - obtain a work permit from the Ministry of Natural Resources as required;
- provide proper notice to surface rights holders before starting work;
- complete and attach a Statement of Costs, form 0212;
- provide a map showing contiguous mining lands that are linked for assigning work;
- include two copies of your technical report.

3. Person or companies who prepared the technical report (Attach a list if necessary)
Name js

Telephone Number

ress Fax Number

Name Telephone Number

3Zsr.

A
Addr 

O ^ \57 ST//, 33 /l

Fax Number

Name /

'•ar/ej /-i
Telephone Number

Address

O

Pax Number

to
4. Certification by Recorded Holder or Agent

MN 31

^r POnoUPJN- MINING DIVISION . 
, do hereby certify that l have perse na^knbwledcjejaQbejaGts^seft

(Print Name)

forth in this Declaration of Assessment Work having caused the work to be performed or witnessed the same during 
or after its completion and, to the best of my knowledge, the annexed report is true.

(Telephone Number

.r-- o



5. Work to be recorded and distributed. Work can only be assigned to cicuma mc^ ^v, v,w.,i. a v.w~~ ^ ^ 1 -...... s..

the mining land where work was performed, at the time work was performed. A map showing the contiguous link 

must accompany this form. t .

Mining Claim Number. Or if 
work was done on other eligible 
mining land, show in this 
column-(he location number 
indicated on the claim map.

Number of Claim 
Units. For other 
mining land, list 
hectares.

Value of work 
performed on this 
claim or other 
mining land.

Value of work 
applied to this 
claim.

Value of work 
assigned to other 
mining claims.

Bank. Value of work 
to be distributed 
at a future date.

eg TB 7827 16 ha S26, 825 N/A 324,000 32,825

eg 1234567 12 S24,000

eg 1234568 S 8 , 892 S 4,000 S4.892

0

IXgL
5" 1171

TT
T2s~

-II
10 I m 4 !
11 \

12

13
EIVE

14 APR 18 1997

15

, do hereby certify that the above work credits are eligible under
^(Print Kill Name)

subsection 7 (1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/96 for assignment to contiguous claims or for application to 

the claim where the work was done.

Signature of lent Authorized in Writing

6. Instructions for cutting back credits that are not approved.

Some of the credits claimed in this declaration may be cut back. Please check ( ** ) .in the boxes below to show how 

you wish to prioritize the deletion of credits: ,. , ' . 

D 1. Credits are to be cut back from the Bank first, followed by option 2 or 3 or 4 as indicated. 

D 2. Credits are to be cut back starting with the claims listed last, working backwards;'or ' ; '  ' 

D 3. Credits are to be cut back.equally over all claims listed in this declaration; or . - v- . s ,...i - 

\. Credits are to be cut back as prioritized on the attached appendix or as follows (describe):
- . - - . - . . .'. * . N. A. . - ' V\.

Note: If you have not indicated how your credits are to be deleted, credits will be cut back from the Bank first, 

followed by option number 2 if necessary. . ^ . , . s

For Office Use OnlyrT^7^''^:^.;^ '-?^7
Received Stamp j - ^ ̂  j jTj '.^t*;,.'y. 4^, \*j Vi\2. l ii

0241 (02/96)

JAN 31

PC-r.CUPiNE MINING DIVISION-i

Deemed Approved Date

Date Approved

Date Notification Sent

Total Value of Credit Approved

Approved for Recording by Mining Recorde/'OSijjnature)

^- SN ox. - /



Ontario Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

Transaction Number (office use)

Personal information collected on this form is obtained under the authority of subsection 6(1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/96. Under 
section 8 of the Mining Act, the information is a public record. This information will be used to review the^assessment wort and co^espood with 
the mining land holder. Questions about this collection should be directed to the Chief Mining RecorderWmistry ol^orSfrn 
Mines, 6th Floor, 933 Ramsey Lake Road, Sudbury, Ontario, P3E 6B5. fc 9

Work Type

L^rr^-r-n^

MA* ^ ^.,,.

./L F ^t ,,,J

c   *^l" i iFcp "^o w r**/*? tsjf/a/i/

J7*'~T . flA~fllS Ul t.T7liiSf~7 LjTb l

Units of Work
Depending on the type of work, list the number 
of hours/days worked, metres of drilling, kilo 
metres of grid line, number of samples, etc.

c\ . "7 "̂  ^^

^•-11 ^

c, ^

^ T^^

Associated Costs (e.g. supplies, mobilization and demobilization).

M" 1*S^"1-' /W * r, ^.^-fl'/ltfin**-

I^XJP

, ~ .

P S e C&s&aPH y C r f- ^ ) l-k r-ne

: * ;

MiNir
Transportation Costs

etTT/? tt*,,^~ -**~~s*~

Food and Lodging Costs

J0^S~ ,^-^ ' ^ 3CU3^^

Cost Per Unit 
of work

^.7* A,^

^Sn'^'l/^.
w i

S?/?  *ox4fe"

: /^ c i \/ c n
L/ C 1 V C L/

PR 18 1997 1

G LANDS BRANCH

0.,?^/^
f

*Vy*'

Total Value of Assessment Work

Total Cost

se? o o

y7^7- 00

-177-0-

H'Zn'**

^•3^ . '

^/^^ " 00

v/sptf*

*P"**0ff'~^

Calculations of Filing Discounts:

1. Work filed within two years of performance is claimed at 10007o of the above Total Value of Assessment Work.
2. If work is filed after two years and up to five years after performance, it can only be claimed at 5007o of the Total 

Value of Assessment Work. If this situation applies to your claims, use the calculation below:

TOTAL VALUE OF ASSESSMENT WORK x 0.50 ~ Total S value of worked claimed.

Note:
- Work older than 5 years is not eligible for credit.
- A recorded holder may be required to verify expenditures claimed in this statement of costs within 45 days of a 
request for verification and/or correction/clarification. If verification and/or correction/clarification is not made, the~ ~i 
Minister may reject all or part of the assessment work submitted. i l "' ' K. ; ^ ; ^ , :-
Certification verifying costs: j n '^ 3 1 J597

rtR V.. - , do hereby certify, that the amounts shoWn are as accurate as may J(please print full name) | f-"np( f ;i if '; l '. '. 'J M ' M } r)|''!Q!f)''| j
reasonably be determined and the costs were incurred while conducting assessment Work on the lands indicated, ODJ

the accompanying Declaration of Work form as

to make this certification.

^, ^
-(recorded holder, agent, or state comparty position witn signin^uthority)

l am authorized

Signature Date



Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

June 17, 1997

Ministere du 
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines Ontario

Gary White
Mining Recorder
Ontario Government Complex
P.O. Bag 3060, Hwy 101 East
South Porcupine, ON
PON 1HO

Dear Sir or Madam:

Subject: Transaction Number(s): W9760.00042

Geoscience Assessment Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road 
6th Floor 
Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6B5

Telephone: 
Fax:

(705) 
(705)

670-5853 
670-5863

Submission Number: 2.17172

Status
Approval After Notice

We have reviewed your Assessment Work submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). 
The attached summary page(s) indicate the results of the review. WE RECOMMEND YOU READ THIS 
SUMMARY FOR THE DETAILS PERTAINING TO YOUR ASSESSMENT WORK.

If the status for a transaction is a 45 Day Notice, the summary will outline the reasons for the 
notice, and any steps you can take to remedy deficiencies. The 90-day deemed approval provision, 
subsection 6(7) of the Assessment Work Regulation, will no longer be in effect for assessment work 
which has received a 45 Day Notice.

Please note any revisions must be submitted in DUPLICATE to the Geoscience Assessment Office, by 
the response date on the summary.

NOTE: This correspondence may affect the status of your mining lands. Please contact the Mining 
Recorder to determine the available options and the status of your claims.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact Lucille Jerome by e-mail at 
jeromej@torv05.ndm.gov.on.ea or by telephone at (705) 670-5858.

Yours sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
Ron C. Gashinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section
Mines and Minerals Division

Correspondence ID: 10962 

Copy for: Assessment Library



Work Report Assessment Results

Submission Number: 2 .17172

Date Correspondence Sent: J une 17, 1997 Assessor: Lucille Jerome

Transaction 
Number

First Claim 
Number

W9760.00042 1113133

Section:

14 Geophysical MAG 
14 Geophysical VLF

Township(s) l A rea(s)

LOVELAND

Status

Approval After Notice

Approval Date

June 16, 1997

Correspondence to:

Mining Recorder 
South Porcupine, ON

Resident Geologist 
South Porcupine, ON

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, ON

Recorded Holder(s) and/or Agent(s):

DAVID MEUNIER
SOUTH PORCUPINE, Ontario

Page: l

Correspondence ID: 10962



Distribution of Assessment Work Credit

The following credit distribution reflects the value of assessment work performed on the mining land(s). 
Please contact the Mining Recorder to determine if this affects the status of your claims.

Date: J une 17, 1997 

Submission Number: 2 .17172

Transaction Number: W 9760.00042

Claim Number Value Of Work Performed

1113133 330.00
1113129 110.00
1171165 960.00
1171164 1,166.00
1171163 900.00
1171167 555.00
1171166 220.00
1171168 690.00

Total: S 4 ,931.00

Page: l

Correspondence ID: 10962
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CROWN LAND SALE .^^^-'

LEASES : H E C t

LOCATED LAND l

LICENSE OF OCCUffcT*ON r

MINING RIGHTS ONLY ^

SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY ;

ROADS

IMPROVED ROADS

KING'S HIGHWAYS

RAILWAYS
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MINES

ra

&JL?
#
C

NOTES

400' Surface Rights Reservation along ^
the shores of all lake* and rivers v-'j

This township lies within the Municipality 

of CITY of T!l

j-

THIS TWP SUSJECT. TO FORESTRY ACTIVITY !N 
1995/96 ~ URTHF.r, INFO AVAILABLE ON FiLE.

77 /53

PLAN NO |\/!-

OXIAKIO

MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES
SURVEYS AND MAPPING BRANCH

^

PHE INFORMATION 
(APPEARS ON THIS 
1AS BEEN COMP 
:ROM VARIOUS ?OUI 
AND ACCURACY IS 
GUARANTEED. Tt 
WISHING TO STAKE 
ING CLAIMS SHOULD 
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RECORDER, MINISTF 
NORTHERN DEVt 
MENT AND MINES, F( 
OITIONAL INFORM 
ON THE STATUS Ol 
LANDS SHOWN HER
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